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A YEAR TO CELEBRATE CONSECRATED LIFE 

(November 30, 2014 – February 2, 2016) 

 
 
This next November 30, the entire Church will open the Year of the Consecrated Life, 
announced by Pope Francis a year ago;  it will conclude on February 2, 2016.  The Pope 
himself will preside over the two celebrations of the  opening with the universal Church:  a 
prayer vigil in the Basilica of St. Mary Major on the evening of Saturday the 29th, and the 
Eucharist in St. Peter’s Basilica the 30th in the morning. 
Remember that this year has been chosen to mark the 50th anniversary of the proclamation 
of the Decree on the Adaptation and Renewal of Religious Life: Perfectae caritatis, on 
October 28, 1965.   
On January 31, 2014, the Prefect of the Congregation for the Institutes of Consecrated Life 
and Societies of Apostolic Life, the Brazilian Cardinal João Braz de Aviz, set out the three 
principal goals of this year: 

 “Making a grateful remembrance” of the history lived since the Council 

 “Embracing the future with hope” 

 “Living the present with passion” in the wake of the founders in such a way as 
to “wake up the world.” 

These three guidelines set for us the spirit in which we ourselves can move ahead. 
 

In Rome, the year will be marked by several international meetings;1  and everywhere 
throughout the world the Conferences of Religious Men and Women have organized various 
initiatives.  We know that you, our Units, have also thought about ways to highlight this year 
and to live it in all its intensity. 
With these lines, I don’t wish to propose any new plans to you, but rather to offer some 
common motivation so that we might move forward with fervor and joy throughout this 
time which has been offered to us by Providence.  Naturally, the Units which have not yet 
fully settled upon their own guidelines and projects for this year need to think about it as 
quickly as possible.   Each section of this text ends with some practical suggestions for 
personal or collective use. 
 

One particular objective of this document is also to inform you of three concrete means that 
the General Administration would like to offer as a support and complement to all your local 
initiatives.  You will find these three proposals described in a box at the end of the message. 

                                                 
1
 The calendar can be found at:  http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/ccscrlife/anno-vita-

consacrata/index_anno-vita-consacrata_fr.htm 
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A RENEWED RELATIONSHIP WITH CHRIST 
 

The Decree Perfectae caritatis marked a very important moment in the history of the 
religious life; in its own words, it opened up a period of “renewal and adaptation of the 
religious life.”  The composition of our current Rule of Life  fits into that movement which 
continues to this day under the influence of the Decree and through the responses that we 
continue to give today in order to answer to the new calls from the world as it is now.  
The Council Fathers proposed a reform of religious life based both on a return to the original 
founding insights proper to each institute and on an attentive listening to the world and the 
calls which come to us from it.   
The Decree consistently insists upon the fact that the religious life finds its raison d’être and 
its source in a profound and constantly revitalized union with Christ, whom the religious is 
called to follow, imitating his life, listening to and putting into practice his Word and 
associating oneself to his mission.  For that reason, no reform can be done if it does not 
come out of a union with Christ that is strengthened in contemplation and in action:  that is, 
therefore, the most critical element of the entire project.  Since “…the ultimate norm of the 
religious life is the following of Christ set forth in the Gospels….” (PC 2a), all aspects of it 
have their source in it and derive from it.  That doesn’t happen in some general way, but 
concretely in our decisions and in our life;  it can’t be done without taking his path, without 
adopting his way of life, overcoming obstacles (RL 62), taking up the Cross in order to arrive, 
with him, at the resurrection. 
 

Faithful to their profession then, and leaving all things for the sake of Christ 
(cf. Mark 10:28), religious are to follow Him (cf. Matt. 19:21) as the one thing 
necessary (cf. Luke 10:42) listening to His words (cf. Luke 10:39) and solicitous 
for the things that are His (cf. 1 Cor. 7:32).  (PC 5,4). 

 

Being united to Christ is also being with his Church, participating in it, and offering to it, for the 
common good of the Christian people, the riches of the charismatic patrimony received from 
the Founder and developed through our nearly two-hundred-year old tradition.  It is, 
therefore, to be engaged in a mission which has been entrusted to me and to us and in which 
we make known Christ’s care for all those with whom we work.  Strengthening our 
relationship with Christ helps us to exercise our apostolic activity with a renewed depth and 
energy.  We are not only the heart of Christ in our prayer, but also his feet, his hands, his eyes, 
his voice, … making visible his presence and his activity in the Marianist way wherever we are. 

This year offers us the opportunity to use, personally and collectively, all the means in our 
possession to enrich our union with Christ and, under his influence, the ardor of our 
missionary activity. 
 

 



THE RULE OF LIFE: THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT 
  

The religious life is essentially a following of Christ, it is lived according to the tradition 
received from the founder and experienced and developed through the generations of 
religious of the congregation.  The Rule is, today, officially the most complete and most 
practical expression of that tradition.  It is also the recognition by the Church of our identity 
and our mission;  by that fact, it also represents the responsibility she entrusts to us for the 
service of the Christian people and of civil society. 
For that reason, the deepening in, the meditation upon and, above all, the putting into 
practice of the Rule are essential for each one of us and for all of our communities, our Units 
and for the entirety of our congregation.  Inseparable from the Word of God which is its 
source, the Rule suggests specific paths for responding to the call of Christ:  “Blessed are 
those who hear my word and put it into practice” (cf. Lk 11:28).  In the preface to the new 
Rule, in 1983, Father Salaverri wrote:  “If we live the words of this book, we will demonstrate 
to our contemporaries that, today just as twenty centuries ago, the Gospel is practicable in 
the full rigor of its letter and its spirit.”   
Let us be guided by the ardor of our Founder: 

 “Let us not be religious by halves” Letter 1078) 

 Let us be faithful not only to the letter but also to the spirit of our Rule and 
our vocation;2 that is a call that underlies the entire letter of August 24, 1839. 

 Let us be vigilant lest our vocation be adulterated – see article 11 of our Rule 
– reacting ceaselessly against the “abuses” that threaten to adulterate it. 

What practical decisions can help us here?  Some very simple means are used in a certain 
number of communities of the Society of Mary:  reading each day, during a time in common, 
one article of the Rule; others place the book open and visible at a central spot in the 
community.  And I?  And we? 

What can we do to give a privileged place to the Rule throughout this year:  personally, in 
community or in our Unit? 
 
 
ENLIVEN THE FIRE THAT ENKINDLES OTHER FIRES 

Every General Chapter works to “ensure fidelity to the spirit of our 
foundation, as well as continuing adaptation to the needs of each 
age” (RL 93). 
To this end, the Chapter of 2012 invites us to reflect upon the “vitality 
of our Marianist life” (Chapter I) and offers us concrete means for 
enlivening the fire: Lectio Divina (15a),  mental prayer (15b), intensity 
of community life (16a), Marianist Life Plan (16b), communion with 
the Marianist Family (16c), knowledge and living of the Marianist charism (17), exchanges, 
support and collaboration among Units in the service of formation (18).   
Because these means touch upon the goal of the Year of the Consecrated Life, this latter 
offers us an opportunity to live very enthusiastically these recommendations, chosen by the 

                                                 
2
 “My dear children, … it would not be sufficient for you to observe your Rules punctually so as to be truly 

Children of Mary. More is required and especially that you penetrate yourselves well with their spirit.” (W.J. 
Chaminade, Letter 1153). 



Chapter as elements with a priority for our attention today.  Where are we with this 
proposal, personally and in community? 

How can we integrate in a special way these calls of the General Chapter as this Year goes 
on? 
 
 
MAKING KNOWN AND PROPOSING THE RELIGIOUS LIFE 

This year is a unique opportunity for communicating who we are.  We often see that the 
religious life is poorly known and understood and we complain about that.  So let’s not lose 
the opportunity that this celebration is offering us:  let’s use all possible means and 
occasions to share what is at the heart of the religious life, not only from a theoretical 
perspective, but also in making ourselves more visible, in inviting people into our 
community, in giving our own personal witness, ….  Our imagination is certainly not short of 
ideas and projects for us to put into action.  We can all do it:  from the youngest to the 
eldest, we all have the possibility of expressing more explicitly who we are. 
Linked to all that quite naturally is vocation ministry:  allowing youth to understand the call 
of God to the Marianist religious life and to respond to it.  What can I do concretely for that?  
This is the moment for each one of us to take a serious resolution on this topic.  Some 
communities regularly invite young persons to share moments of their life:  and we? 
We can all do something.  The 2012 Chapter, after having invited us to put in place “a robust 
plan for vocation ministry” (Chapter 16d),  also encourages our older members “to discern 
significant ways to continue to be part of the Society’s global mission” and states that “The 
witness of a long life of prayerful fidelity is an attractive dimension to our vocational 
ministry” (Chapter 31d).  The facts are there to show it and I would like to cite, as a good 
example, the bonds of cooperation and friendship that have been created since many years 
between the students of St. Mary’s University in San Antonio, Texas, and the aged brothers 
at the “Marianist Residence”:  isn’t that great?  The Holy Spirit is forever young!   

What can I do for vocations personally, with my community and in my Unit?  During a recent 
meeting, one brother commented: “and if each community brought just one vocation to the 
SM, what power!” 
 
 
NOURISHING OUR REFLECTION ABOUT THE RELIGIOUS LIFE 
 

The Teresian Year (October 15, 2014 – October 15, 2015) 
 

The Year of the Consecrated Life coincides with the 
commemoration of the fifth centenary of the birth of that great 
figure of the religious life, Teresa of Avila.  In a time when it was 
not easy for a woman to assume authority, she accomplished an 
astonishing amount of work:  founding seventeen convents and 
reforming many others, not only of women but also of men;  
living through, successfully and without weakening, the violence 

of numerous criticisms and even the dangers of the Inquisition (some people tried to have 
her writings condemned); leading an intensely active life in spite of severely failing health 
which caused her almost constant pain;  and becoming in her own lifetime a personality 
respected by the greatest number.  Her secret?  An exceptional love for Christ, whom she 



decided to follow, finally, when she was in her forties, and an impressive contemplative life.  
She is thus a living sign that the contemplative life does not limit action, but on the contrary 
intensifies it.  She is an invitation to all the Church to commit ourselves with determination, 
relying on tried and true criteria, to the life of prayer;  she tells us also that every good 
reform begins with oneself.  Teresa of Avila can, without a doubt, enlighten our route 
through the Year of the Consecrated Life.  To help us in that, her writings as well as some 
excellent biographies of the saint exist in our languages, and some very good studies are 
accessible, either printed or on the Internet. 
 
THE CHURCH’S REFLECTION 

 Just about everywhere programs, meetings, times for formation or reflection have been 
scheduled.  Let us use these local opportunities and contribute our pebble to them. 
 
In Rome, the Congregation for the Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic 
Life has already published two documents.  The first is entitled, according to the languages: 
“Réjouissez-vous,”3 “Rejoice,”4 “Alegraos.”5  This document is downloadable from the 
Vatican website;  it offers a reflection on the consecrated life and a collection of quotations 
from Pope Francis. 
The second document has just come out and is not yet available except in bookstores.  It is 
entitled:  “Le devoir de scruter,” Éscrutad,” [English not yet available].  It invites us to 
vigilance: let us stay awake, let us be attentive to the signs and appeals of the world.   
 
Pope Francis himself is profiting from all opportunities to challenge  religious.  That is giving 
occasion for an abundant and very stimulating teaching with which we can be nourished.  
Recall also that his exhortation Evangelii gaudium is addressed to, among others, 
“consecrated persons” and offers a remarkable tool for giving dynamism to our mission.  The 
Year of the Consecrated Life will give the Pope other opportunities to share with us his 
convictions, born out of his own experience as a religious and as a pastor – let us welcome 
them. 
 
I would like also to note the official website of the two Unions of Superiors General 
(feminine and masculine): Vidimus Dominum (http://vd.pcn.net/).  It offers interesting 
information about the life of the congregations and it publishes a large number of 
documents for reflection upon the religious life.  The site is accessible in Italian, French, 
Spanish and English. 
 
This is the moment to recall that the role of the Marianist Formation Centers (Bangalore, 
Nairobi, Abidjan, Dayton, Lima, Bordeaux-Saragossa-Rome) is to help us in our formation 
projects, supported and coordinated by the International Center (ICMF) and its director, Bro. 
Jack Ventura.  What can we ask of these centers for enriching our reflection or for 
implementing our projects?  Do they already have proposals that can be integrated into our 
activities?  Have we made contact with their leaders?6 

                                                 
3
 http://vd.pcn.net/fr/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11 

4
 http://vd.pcn.net/en/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11 

5
 http://vd.pcn.net/es/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11 

6
 The addresses, leaders and contact information for each one of the centers is on pages 145-46 of the 

Personnel 2014-2015 of the Society of Mary. 

http://vd.pcn.net/
http://vd.pcn.net/fr/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11
http://vd.pcn.net/en/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11
http://vd.pcn.net/es/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=11


 

The study of such documents or of those of the Church which have marked the last fifty years 
offers us a valuable opportunity  for reflection about our religious life.  Let us take the time 
for a reading and a solid reflection during this year on the consecrated life; let us read and 
study, even if only one book or one important document on the topic; the ideas and 
convictions which we will draw from it will support us in our missionary life and work. 
 
 
PREPARING FOR THE JUBILEE OF OUR FOUNDATION 
When the Year of the Consecrated Life comes to an end on February 2, 2016, we will be only 
112 days from May 25, 2016, the two hundredth anniversary of the foundation of the 
Daughters of Mary and the opening of our jubilee celebration.  That shows how much the 
Year of the Consecrated Life can directly prepare us for living the time of our jubilee of the 
consecrated Marianist life with all the more profit.  What better introduction could we wish 
for?  No doubt we will taste all the more the savor of the specific nature and the relevance 
of the particular charismatic gift that God inspired, for the Church and for the world, in Adèle 
de Trenquelléon and in William Joseph Chaminade.   
And let’s not forget, since “we become members of the Society that belongs to Mary and 
thus dedicate ourselves to her” (RL14), our vow of stability being its seal and its driving 
force, to entrust one another to Mary, so that this year might bring abundant fruit in our 
lives and in those of the persons to whom we have been sent.  Let us imitate her fervor and 
her availability and “let us do whatever he tells us.” 
 
 

André Fétis, SM 

 
Assistant General for Religious Life 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 

THREE CONCRETE MEANS OFFERED BY THE GENERAL ADMINISTRATION TO SUPPORT  AND 
ENCOURAGE LIVING THE YEAR OF THE CONSECRATED LIFE 

 
These means are essentially a bond among all of us and an encouragement for what we do 
locally for the Year of the Consecrated Life, at the levels of the Units, the communities and 
the brothers.   
 
1. Prayer for and with the Servants of God and our Venerables. 
On the initiative of the Postulator of the Marianist causes, Father Antonio Gascón, a booklet 
has been composed for praying for the five religious and lay Marianists whose causes for 
beatification are in process, but who are not yet beatified.  This is an opportunity to develop 
our communion with them, to pray for their beatification and to request of them specific 
graces.  The booklet will be sent to all the communities before the end of January.  The 
principles of that prayer are explained therein. 
 
2. A section of the Via Latina 22 bulletin will be dedicated each month to recounting 
initiatives taken by the Units of the Society of Mary for the Year of the Consecrated Life.  
Please send to us for that purpose,  each time it is possible, a written description of the 
event, short and evocative, accompanied by photos with their labels.  
(secretariatsm@smcuria.it) 
 
3. A page on the international website of the Marianist Family, marianist.org, will 
integrate the documents, celebration texts, studies, conferences, … produced by the Units 
during the course of the year.  They can be of benefit for all. 
This page will also integrate the witness of brothers about their Marianist religious 
vocation.  We will ask certain brothers among you, but we will also open up this possibility 
to all those who would like to do it on your own initiative.  This witness, of one and a half 
pages maximum, can be based on the three following  questions: 
“How was my vocation to the Marianist religious life born?”  “What motives do I have today 
to be grateful?”  “What are my reasons for inviting new members to join us?” 
 

mailto:secretariatsm@smcuria.it

